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Sole agencies:

While the national championship drag
racing scene is dormant (I blame the
economy, which has made it difficult for
a highly-specialised sport like drag
racing to survive, never mind prosper)
but the ‘street’ drag scene remains
pretty vibrant. 
It is a popular platform where car

enthusiasts can get a good idea of the lie of
the land, at least as far as straightline
performance goes.
It is a great environment to show what

we’re made of, and fans of our brand know

how much time and energy we’ve put into
our Golf7 R, which in the capable hands of
Jacques “The Stiglet” Joubert has already
captured many trophies.
But Tuner Warz at Tarlton on Saturday

June 3 was a special day: we finally dipped
into the 10-second bracket, Jacques
powering across the quarter-mile finish line
in 10.95 seconds at 203.5 km/h – the
fastest time achieved at this altitude by a
Golf7 R! Remember, the internals are
standard (we don’t add anything
potentially-harmful from a blue metal

cylinder in the boot), and we drove the car
to the track.
For me personally it was the perfect way

to celebrate a quarter century of making
fast cars faster and reminds me that there is
so much we do well thanks to a
combination of experience, skill and
dedication. And we strive to pass that on to
you, whether you’re coming to us for an
engine or turbo upgrade, a Supercharged
conversion or merely a service.

Rob Green

THE PERFECT 10!
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While the NAMPO crowd was wild
about our Hilux Supercharged, we
weren’t under any illusion as to how
many questions we’d get asked about
our Hilux/Fortuner GD-6 upgrades –
clearly, the turbodiesel is very popular,
for obvious reasons.
Our enhanced 2.8-litre version is 

built around the highly-intelligent
RGM-Unichip, which improves the
capability of the original engine computer.
The GD-6 upgrade comes with f ive
user-selectable maps, each one
pre-programmed to your wants and 
needs and activated by an unobtrusive

membrane switch.  You’d want a power
mode – obviously – but you can also have
a service mode, a game reserve mode, 
and others.
Recent tests conducted with a Hilux by

an independent expert on Dastek’s behalf
(the Unichip wholsesaler) yielded the
results seen in the table below.
There’s no doubt that the GD-6 engine

is one of the best production turbodiesels
on the market, but the test results prove
that there is room for improvement,
achieved with the Unichip mantra of
providing the maximum safe power at full
throttle and best economy at part throttle.

PRODUCT UPDATE 
BAK-GAT! 

NAMPO – A TRUE
BOEREFEST! 
We went to the Nampo Show with
high expectations – and we weren’t
disappointed. The biggest
agricultural Show in the Southern
Hemisphere took place in the
middle of May, and we exhibited for
the first time. As a partner to LA
Sport, our Hilux 4.0 V6
Supercharged was given a prime
spot on their stand in full-view of
the passing parade – and every time
we fired it up it drew a crowd. 
The consensus was clear too: it is 

a great way to turn an excellent
bakkie into a truly great bakkie,
giving it the grunt to cross f rom one
end of a farm to another at serious
pace. It is a 327kW/545Nm
super-truck capable of demolishing
the 0 – 100 km/h sprint in 7.1
seconds at the reef, en route to
maxing out at 227 km/h. 

BECOME A
TORQUER...
If the quality of fuel available for
your high-performance engine
concerns you, then you should
consider using Torque, our in-house
octane booster/race fuel concentrate.
Even better, become a Torque dealer,
and add a revenue stream to an
existing business. “Torque” to
Jacques Joubert about our
requirements to become a dealer!

                                            Stock GD-6                 “Unichipped” GD-6 
0 – 100 km/h                             13.9 sec                                   11 sec
80 – 120 km/h                            10 sec                                    7.5 sec 



Ford has got a pretty neat
performance range: Focus RS, Focus
ST and then the Fiesta ST. The
RGMotorsport tuning team finally got
its hands on the all-wheel-drive RS
last month and has developed a
hardware and software solution.
This includes a Techniflow de-cat

exhaust downpipe (shown on the
right) and custom software to take
advantage of this. The downpipe is a
work of art – even if we say so
ourselves!
The end result is 315 kW and 543

Nm – a 58kW gain over the standard
showroom car, turning it into a true
giant-killer: we measured a 5.2 second
0 – 100 km/h sprint with a showroom
car, our package dropping that to a
mere 4.75 seconds!. 
Talk to our technical sales team

about upgrades to your RS or ST! 

Talking of Fast Fords, Mustang
customer Danie is a man of his word. 
In December he came in for a First

Stage conversion on his V8 and when
he wrote us a Happy Customer
letter, he promised to be back for
a supercharger…true to his
promise he’s just booked his GT 
in and within a few days he’ll be
back on the street, enjoying a 
big dollop of extra grunt…

PRODUCT FOCUS
FAST & FURIOUS FORDS 

WE HAVE WAYS
AND MEANS...
We’re working on some big guns
down in our Motorsport workshop.
Keep your eyes peeled for our next
issue in which we break out our
BMW X5M and Audi RS3 upgrades –
the latter seen here on our dyno.

LET’S HEAR IT
FOR THE GIRLS! 
Having broken into the 10-second
bracket on Saturday June 3 at
Tarlton’s Tuner Warz, we decided to
give our highly-decorated Golf7 R a
run the very next day, this time at
Nitro Raceway’s Fast Fest event. But
it wasn’t the Stiglet driving, and at
the wheel was Elize Roberts, for
whom we built a very hot Golf 7R –
our car’s evil twin if you like. She
soon got the hang of it and posted
an 11.1 quarter mile at a speed of
199 km/h. 

We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes, Technizone, Novatune,
Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins, Sajco, Cazz Mania Signs and Fox Suspension.

The Stiglet: all smiles after setting a

new record at Tarlton's Tuner Warz!






